The reinforcing effects of drugs of abuse result from the complex interaction between pharmacological effects and conditioned responses. Here we evaluate how expectation affects the response to the stimulant drug methylphenidate in 25 cocaine abusers. The effects of methylphenidate (0.5 mg/kg, i.v.) on brain glucose metabolism (measured by [
Introduction
The reinforcing effects of drugs of abuse are a result of complex interactions between pharmacological effects and conditioned responses (Robinson and Berridge, 1993) . These nonpharmacological variables shape the expectation of the drug effects, which in turn modulates the responses to the drug (Mitchell et al., 1996) . For example, in drug abusers, the subjective responses to the drug are more pleasurable when subjects expect to receive the drug than when they do not (Kirk et al., 1998) .
The effects of expectation on brain responses to drugs of abuse have been studied in laboratory animals. For example, cocaineinduced increases in dopamine (DA) in nucleus accumbens (NAc), an effect associated with its reinforcing value (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988) , is larger when animals are given cocaine in an environment in which they had previously received it than in a novel environment (Duvauchelle et al., 2000) or when animals self-administer cocaine than when cocaine administration is involuntary (Hemby et al., 1997) . Also, cocaine-induced changes in regional brain metabolism, which are an indicator of brain function (Sokoloff et al., 1977) , are different when animals selfadminister cocaine from when administration is involuntary (Graham and Porrino, 1995) and when cocaine is given in a conditioned environment versus their home cage (Knapp et al., 2002) .
Not all studies, however, have shown that expectation enhances responses to a reinforcer. Indeed, there is evidence that for natural reinforcers, expected rewards do not induce activation of DA cells or of cells in orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), whereas unexpected rewards do (Schultz et al., 1998 (Schultz et al., , 2000 . Similarly, imaging studies in humans have documented that for natural reinforcers unpredictable reward induced larger activation than predictable reward in NAc and OFC (Berns et al., 2001) .
The effects of expectation on the response of the human brain to drugs of abuse have not been reported. Here we assessed the effects of expectation on the regional brain metabolic responses induced by intravenous methylphenidate (MP) in cocaine abusers. We measured brain metabolism rather than changes in DA because it allows one to evaluate the brain response to the drug, which includes primary sites of action as well as downstream effects. Brain metabolism was measured with positron emission tomography (PET) and [
18 F]deoxyglucose (FDG). For studies using FDG, we decided to use MP because it is pharmacologically similar to cocaine but has more favorable brain pharmacokinetic properties. Both drugs block DA transporters (DATs) with similar potencies (Volkow et al., 1995) , and cocaine abusers report that the effects of intravenous MP are similar to those of cocaine (Wang et al., 1997) . DAT blockade, however, is much longer for MP (half-life 90 min) than for cocaine (20 min), which is shorter than the interval evaluated by FDG (30 min). The effects of MP were measured when cocaine abusers were expecting as well as when they were not expecting to receive the drug. We hypothesized that the reinforcing effects of MP would be enhanced by expectation and that this would be paralleled by an enhanced activation of brain regions involved in its reinforcing effects.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-five active cocaine abusers (21 male and 4 female; 41 Ϯ 3 years of age) who responded to an advertisement were studied. Subjects fulfilled Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Version IV of the American Psychiatric Association criteria for cocaine dependence and were active users for at least the previous 6 months (free-base or crack at least "4 gm" per week). Exclusion criteria included current or past psychiatric disease other than cocaine dependence; past or present history of neurological, cardiovascular, or endocrinological disease; history of head trauma with loss of consciousness Ͼ30 min; and current medical illness and drug dependence other than for cocaine or nicotine. Subjects had an average history of 13 Ϯ 5 years of cocaine use. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects after complete description of the study and following the guidelines set by the Institutional Review Board at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Scans. PET scans were acquired on a whole-body, high-resolution positron emission tomograph (Siemens High Resolution ϩ, with 4.6 ϫ 4.6 ϫ 4.2 mm resolution at center of field of view and 63 slices) in three-dimensional dynamic acquisition mode using FDG. Methods for positioning of subjects, catheterizations, transmission scans, and blood sampling and analysis have been published (Wang et al., 1992) . Briefly, a 20 min emission scan was started 35 min after injection of 4 -6 mCi of FDG. Arterialized blood sampling was used to measure FDG in plasma. During the study, subjects were positioned supine in the PET camera with their eyes open; the room was dimly lit, and noise was kept to a minimum except for the periodic evaluation of drug effects. Subjects were scanned on 4 different days with FDG under the four conditions defined by the expectation-by-drug combinations: (1) expecting placebo and receiving placebo (PL/PL; baseline); (2) expecting placebo and receiving MP (PL/MP; drug effects without expectation); (3) expecting MP and receiving MP (MP/MP; drug effects with expectation); (4) expecting MP and receiving placebo (MP/PL; expectation effects alone). The order of the conditions was randomized across subjects. Placebo (3 cc of saline) or MP (0.5 mg/kg, i.v.) was injected over 60 sec and 1 min before FDG injection. The plasma concentrations of MP were measured before and at 10, 25, 40, and 54 min after MP using capillary gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (Srinivas et al., 1991) .
Behavioral measures. Behavioral effects were evaluated using analog scales that assessed self-reports of "high," "drug effects," "alertness," and "restlessness" from 0 (felt nothing) to 10 (felt intensely) (Wang et al., 1997) . These self-reports of drug effects have been shown to be reliable and consistent across studies and to predict administration of drugs in human subjects (Fischman and Foltin, 1991) . Subjective ratings were recorded 5 min before placebo or MP and then every minute for the first 20 min and at 25, 30, 45, and 67 min after administration. At the end of the study, subjects were asked to rate drug liking (1-10).
Analysis. The data were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM) (Friston et al., 1995) , and the results were corroborated with manually drawn regions of interest (ROI). For the SPM analyses, the images were spatially normalized using the template provided in the SPM 99 package and then normalized to the mean metabolic activity for the whole brain (mean of all voxels within the brain) and subsequently smoothed with a 16 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel. Paired samples t tests were performed for the following four planned but nonorthogonal comparisons: drug effects when unexpected (PL/PL vs PL/MP) and drug effects when expected (PL/PL vs MP/MP); effects of expectation on MP (PL/MP vs MP/MP); and effects of expectation alone (PL/PL vs MP/PL). Significance was set at p Ͻ 0.005, and the statistical maps were overlaid on a structural image derived from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Because of incomplete sampling in the upper brain levels, we were unable to do the spatial normalization in 2 of the subjects, and thus the SPM results reflect the analysis done in 23 subjects.
In addition to assessing the differences in the magnitude of metabolic activation, we also assessed the differences in the volumes that were activated by MP when it was unexpected (PL/MP) versus when it was expected (MP/MP). Although SPM provides activation volumes, it does not provide statistical tests to compare the differences in activation volumes between two conditions. For this purpose we applied the statistical resampling strategy using the jackknife method (Quenouille, 1956; Miller, 1974; Efron, 1982) . The following procedures were performed.
(1) The SPM maps for activation for unexpected MP (PL/PL vs PL/MP) and expected MP (PL/PL vs MP/MP) comparisons were obtained with all of the subjects (n ϭ 23). (2) One at a time, each subject was taken out and the same SPM analyses were repeated using the remaining 22 subjects. (3) Pseudo values were generated using all of the SPM activation volumes generated in the previous jackknife procedures. These pseudo values are independent estimates of the activation volumes at the significance level of p Ͻ 0.005 (Miller, 1974) . (4) Paired sample t tests were performed on the pseudo values to compare the activation volumes with unexpected versus expected MP within those brain regions identified by significant differences in magnitude of activation. The volumes of activations were expressed as a percentage of the activation of a given anatomical region as defined from the Talairach Daemon (Lancaster et al., 2000) . We chose p Ͻ 0.005 rather than p Ͻ 0.001 because we wanted to avoid false negatives, and our design retested the SPM findings with the ROI method.
For the ROI analysis a template was used (Wang et al., 1992 ) that locates 114 ROI. We averaged the values from the ROI from the different slices corresponding to the same anatomical region into 10 "composite" brain regions including that for whole brain (average of metabolism in all slices). We compressed the original template into 10 regions to increase the precision of our measures and decrease the multiplicity of comparisons. The errors on measurements of small regions from PET images are large because of the limited spatial resolution of PET (Bendriem et al., Brain metabolic images at the thalamic and cerebellar levels for the four conditions: (1) expected placebo received placebo, (2) expected placebo received MP, (3) expected MP received MP, and (4) expected MP received placebo. Scale is to the right and reflects micromoles/100 gm per minute. Note the larger increases in metabolism when MP was expected than when it was not expected.
1991) and the imprecision in locating a "functionally distinct" area in the brain, the location of which is likely to vary among individuals (Rademacher et al., 2001) . A repeated measures ANOVA was used to identify the ROI that differed between conditions, and then post hoc t tests were used to determine for which of the conditions the differences were significant.
Pearson product moment correlations were used to assess the association between the regional metabolic changes that differed between the unexpected and expected MP conditions (expressed as a percentage of change from the PL/PL condition) and MP-induced behavioral effects both for the expected and the unexpected conditions.
Results

Effects of MP on regional brain metabolism
Plasma MP concentrations did not differ for the unexpected (PL/ MP) or the expected MP (MP/MP) conditions and at 10 min reached an average concentration of 158 ng/ml and at 25 min of 97 ng/ml for both conditions. MP significantly increased wholebrain glucose metabolism compared with the baseline condition (PL/PL) when it was both unexpected (2.9 Ϯ 2.5 mol/100 gm per minute; t ϭ 5.9; df 24; p Ͻ 0.0001) and expected (4.2 Ϯ 5.4 mol/100 gm per minute; t ϭ 3.8; df 24; p Ͻ 0.001). The increase was ϳ50% higher when MP was expected than when unexpected (13.6 Ϯ 17 vs 9.3 Ϯ 8% change). In contrast, the expectation effects when placebo (MP/PL) was received in the global (0.2 Ϯ 3 mol/100 gm per minute; 1 Ϯ 1% change; NS) and regional metabolic measures were negligible (Fig. 1) .
The results from SPM revealed that the largest increases from MP (expected and unexpected) occurred in cerebellum, occipital cortex, and thalamus (Fig. 2, Table 1 ).
In the SPM analysis, normalization for the global increases induced by MP results in the identification of "relative decreases" in those regions in which the increases are smaller than in the rest of the brain. Relative decreases after MP (expected and unexpected) occurred in limbic brain regions [ventral striatum (including nucleus accumbens), parahippocampal gyri (including amygdala), and insular cortex] and frontal regions (including medial orbitofrontal cortex) (Fig. 3, Table 2 ).
The SPM comparison between unexpected (PL/MP) versus expected MP (MP/MP) showed significantly greater increases in the magnitude of the response in cerebellum (vermis) and thalamus for expected than unexpected MP (Fig. 4) and the opposite pattern (significantly greater increases for unexpected than expected MP) in left lateral OFC (Brodmann area 47) (Fig. 4) . The comparison of the volume of activation for these brain regions showed significantly larger areas of activation for expected MP (MP/MP) when compared with unexpected MP (PL/ MP) in vermis (26 vs 13%; t ϭ 2.5; df 22; p Ͻ 0.05) and in thalamus (44 vs 5%; t ϭ 3.9; p Ͻ 0.001) and a larger area of activation for unexpected MP (PL/MP) when compared with expected MP (MP/MP) in left lateral OFC (Brodmann area 47) (11 vs 0.5%; t ϭ 3.6; p ϭ 0.002) (Fig. 4) .
The ROI analyses corroborated that the magnitude of the MP- induced increases in metabolism were significantly higher for expected than for unexpected MP in thalamus (12 Ϯ 11 vs 19 Ϯ 14% increase in absolute metabolic measures; t ϭ 7.6; df 24; p Ͻ 0.05) and in cerebellar vermis (11 Ϯ 7 vs 19 Ϯ 16% increase in absolute metabolic measures; t ϭ 7.8; p Ͻ 0.05).
Effects of expectation on the reinforcing effects of MP and correlation with the metabolic measures
MP increased self-reports of "drug liking," "high," "feel drug," and "restlessness" (Fig. 5) . The self-reports of high were significantly greater for MP when expected (4.8) than unexpected (3.1) (Fig. 5) . Indeed, the high was ϳ50% greater for expected than for unexpected MP. The high after placebo was low and did not differ whether subjects expected MP or not. A similar pattern occurred for the self-report of feel drug. The increases in self-reports of high and drug liking were significantly correlated with the increases in metabolism induced by MP (unexpected and expected) in thalamus (Fig. 5) but not in vermis (data not shown). The correlations between metabolic rates and feel drug ratings were not significant (data not shown).
Discussion
Effects of MP on regional brain metabolism Intravenous MP produced marked increases in whole-brain metabolism in cocaine abusers. This finding differs from a previous study that reported metabolic decreases after intravenous cocaine to cocaine abusers (London et al., 1990) . Our design and methods may account for this difference. Both MP and cocaine have similar potencies in blocking DAT in the human brain (Volkow et al., 1999a ), but they differ in their pharmacokinetics, with the half-life being much greater for MP than for cocaine (Volkow et al., 1995 (Volkow et al., , 1996 . Thus, during the 30 min uptake period of FDG, after cocaine the metabolic measures reflect the uptake and clearance from brain, whereas for MP they will reflect the uptake and plateau of the drug in brain.
The brain region most sensitive to MP effects regardless of condition was the cerebellum. We previously documented cerebellar activation after MP in controls (Volkow et al., 1997a) and in cocaine abusers (Volkow et al., 1999b) . DAT density is low in cerebellum (Melchitzky and Lewis, 2000) , so blockade of noradrenergic [norepinephrine (NE)] transporters by MP (Patrick et al., 1987) may have contributed to the metabolic increases in this brain region that receives a dense NE innervation (Reznikoff et al., 1986) ; however, it could also reflect downstream effects from DA stimulation of striatum, which sends projections to cerebellum (Hook and Wise, 1995) . Indeed, we showed previously that striatal DA D2 receptor availability predicted MP-induced increases in cerebellar metabolism (Volkow et al., 1997a,b) . Although one could question why metabolic increases did not occur in striatum, this is likely to reflect the fact that metabolism predominantly reflects activity in nerve terminals and not cell bodies (Schwartz et al., 1979) . MP by blocking DAT targets GABAergic cells in striatum, and thus metabolic changes are to be expected in regions where these projections terminate.
After controlling for "global" increases induced by MP, the SPM analyses revealed relative decreases in limbic regions that are part of brain reward circuits (ventral striatum, Brodmann area 25, insula, amygdala) (Schultz et al., 1998) . This finding contrasts with increases in limbic regions reported after intravenous cocaine with functional MRI (fMRI) (Breiter et al., 1997) , although more recent studies with fMRI have also reported decreases in limbic regions after intravenous MP (Dirckx et al., 2003) . Nonetheless, extrapolation of fMRI and PET-FDG is difficult because the temporal resolution of these two techniques differs (30 min to measure metabolism with PET-FDG and 2-5 min to measure the peak blood oxygenation level dependent signal with fMRI) (Volkow et al. 1997b ). The higher temporal resolution of fMRI than that of PET-FDG corresponds better to the short duration of the high (ϳ10 min), and its ability to do continuous brain measurements allows one to assess the correspondence between the pharmacokinetics of the drug and the temporal course of its behavioral effects. Thus metabolic changes measured by PET-FDG reflect not only the neural changes associated with the high but also its aftereffects. Therefore, decreases in "relative metabolism" could reflect decreases, increases that were lower than those for the rest of the brain, or short-duration increases followed by decreases. Regardless, these results document that the reward circuit responds to intravenous MP differently than the rest of the brain. For this study subjects were asked specifically to refrain from moving. Thus MP-induced relative decreases in motor cortex, an effect that has been documented previously by others (Devous et al., 2001) , is likely to reflect the inhibitory control that subjects had to exert so that they did not move during the imaging procedure.
Effects of expectation on MP-induced changes in regional brain metabolism
When the subjects expected to receive MP and did (MP/MP), they had a significantly more intense and greater area of activation in cerebellum (vermis) and in thalamus than when they were not expecting it (PL/MP).
We hypothesized that expectation would enhance the pharmacological effects of MP, which amplifies DA and NE signals via blockade of DAT and norepinephrine transporters. Although we did not measure DA and NE changes in response to MP, the fact that the pattern of metabolic and behavioral effects induced by MP was similar although larger for expected than unexpected MP supports this hypothesis. Indeed, the notion that expectation can emulate the drug-induced brain effects may provide a neural basis for a "placebo" effect. For example, this was documented in a study of Parkinson's disease when a placebo resulted in DA increases that were equivalent to those induced by a DA agonist drug (de la Fuente-Fernandez et al., 2001) .
The enhanced activation of the thalamus when MP was expected (compared with unexpected MP) identifies this as a brain region involved with expectation effects in the response to the drug. This finding is consistent with that of a recent study in nonhuman primates, which showed that the largest difference between contingent versus noncontingent administration of cocaine were the increases in thalamic metabolism (Porrino et al., 2002) . Metabolic activity in thalamus was also found to differ when rats received cocaine in a conditioned environment versus their home cage (Knapp et al., 2002) . Using imaging we also reported that MP increased DA in thalamus in cocaine abusers but not in controls, which we postulated reflected a conditioned response from previous drug exposure (Volkow et al., 1997c) . Thus the current findings provide further evidence in humans of thalamic involvement in conditioned reinforced responses (McAlonan et al., 1993) . The ventral striatum is known to play a role in expectation (Cromwell and Schultz, 2003) , and failure to document an effect in this study is likely to reflect the limited temporal resolution of PET-FDG. On the other hand, the fact that an expectation effect was observed in thalamus with a 30 min measurement suggests that thalamic involvement may be more sustained than that of other brain regions.
The significant association between MP-induced increases in thalamic metabolism and self reports of high and drug liking suggests that it may modulate the reinforcing effects of MP. Indeed, the thalamus (mediodorsal nucleus) is neuroanatomically well situated to modulate reinforcing responses because it receives DA projections (Groenewegen, 1988) and is a relay between NAc and OFC (Nauta, 1971) ; however, correlations do not necessarily imply causal relationships, and more studies are required to establish whether the thalamus is involved with drug reinforcement.
The cerebellar vermis was the other region that differed be- tween expected and unexpected MP. Unlike thalamic activation, however, the changes in vermis were not associated with the reinforcing effects of MP. Thus it is likely that the cerebellar response may reflect conditioned responses that are not linked with effects that are consciously perceived as rewarding. Animal studies have consistently documented the involvement of the cerebellum (including vermis) in conditioned responses (Supple and Leaton, 1990; Ghelarducci and Sebastiani, 1997; Fischer et al., 2000) and expectancy (Courtemanche et al., 2002) . Imaging studies have reported cerebellar activation when cocaine abusers are exposed to cocaine cues, which also reflect a conditioned response (Grant et al., 1996) . It is notable that the opposite pattern was observed in left lateral OFC, where unexpected MP produced greater increases than expected MP. This effect is consistent with the recent literature on the impact of unexpected rewards on OFC (Schultz et al., 2000; Berns et al., 2001) . In this study we were unable to show greater activation of OFC by expectation alone, which we reasoned was attributable to the poor temporal resolution of PET-FDG.
These results replicate previous findings showing that the reinforcing effects of drugs of abuse are greater when they are expected than when they are not (Kirk et al., 1998) . The extent to which expectation affects natural reinforcers differently from drugs of abuse merits further investigation.
Study limitations
Brain metabolic responses measured with PET-FDG reflect activity occurring over 30 min. Thus the short-lived duration of some of the behavioral effects were likely lost amid the metabolic responses. fMRI would have provided a better assessment of time course for the various drug effects; however, PET has the advantage of providing a measure that reflects absolute changes in activity.
Here we used MP instead of cocaine because its longer pharmacokinetics properties were advantageous for PET-FDG studies. However, subjects were told that the effects of MP would be very similar to those of cocaine, so it is possible that the effects of expectation may have been even stronger if they expected cocaine.
Metabolic measures are indirect measures of drug effects, and thus we cannot determine the extent to which the effects of expectation reflect an amplification of the effects of MP on DA and NE.
Summary
This study provides evidence that reinforcing effects of drugs of abuse are not just a function of their pharmacological effects but also of expectation of their effects. We documented an enhancement of MP-induced increases in thalamic and cerebellar metabolism and in its reinforcing effects when MP was expected versus when it was not. The thalamic activation with MP was associated with the subjective experience of high and drug liking, suggesting that it reflects the expectation-induced enhancement of its reinforcing effects. A different pattern was documented for metabolic changes in OFC, which showed larger increases when MP was not expected than when it was expected, corroborating its role in unexpected reward.
